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Introduction

The gap in wealth that today separates the countries of Central/Eastern Europe from those in the Western part of the continent is wider than it has ever been in history. Largely, this is due to the inefficiencies and distortions of the former Communist economic regime. But even after the demise Communism it has taken very long for economic growth to steady and accelerate. Overall, the process of “catching up” has been slower than expected (Kolodko 1999; Hochreiter 1994). These economic problems interlink with political ones. And in fact, they parallel one another. While it is true that democratic transition preceded economic transformation, it is also true that the least democratic and politically least liberal countries are also those that had done least to reform their economies. The track record of the countries of the region is very uneven. Differences between them too, are greater than ever.

It is argued that institutional deficiencies are the main cause of the problems both in the political and in the economic sphere (Havrylyshyn/Roden 1999). Not that Western-type institutions would not exist. They do. But the problem is that frequently these institutions fail to function properly (Nowotny 1998). There seems to be something inherent in societies itself, in their routines, norms, cultures that permits the proper working of institutions or, on the other side, condemns them to irrelevance and inefficiency.

The – certainly vague-notion of “social capital” – is introduced to circumscribe some of the social relations and norms that have to underpin public political and economic institutions (Putnam 1993); and it is argued that it is the failure to amass social capital (like trust) around these public institutions that makes them function so very badly in some of the “transition countries”.

The Growing Gap

Since 1989/1990, one overarching vision has guided the transition countries of Central-East-
ern Europe. It was the vision to “re-join” Europe. The aim was to resemble as closely as possible the countries in the Western part of the continent; to become not only wealthy and economically efficient, but also solidly and reliably democratic. This called for a profound economic transformation, but also for the transition to, and the consolidation of democracy.

It was the prevailing view – also enshrined in many international documents – that both of these aims would not only be mutually compatible, but that they would re-enforce one another. The faster and the more complete economic transformation and reform, the better the chances to become a fully developed democracy. And vice versa: the more successful democratic consolidation, the better also the chances to catch up economically with the wealthier parts of Europe.

This view was not shared universally. A few doubters maintained that there would be no precedent in history for countries having reached both goals at the same time (Balcerowicz 1995; Lin 1997). Those sceptics stipulated that one could, or should accord priority to just one of these tasks. In actual practice and in the course of history, one had either pushed for increased wealth or for democratic reform. To pursue both of these goals with equal determination would be too complex an undertaking.

But is this indeed what the more recent experience in Central/Eastern Europe teaches us?

Let us start though with one more general observation. Looking around in today’s world, we find that the majority of very poor states is not democratic, whereas – without exception – all democracies are market economies and the very vast majority of them very wealthy at that.

There is a clear correlation, therefore, between the degree of wealth, of “modernisation” and “marketisation” on the one hand, and the degree of democratisation and political liberty on the other.

But does such a correlation also hold true for countries that have been Communist? Is the political transition of the post Communist countries nothing but yet one other step in a secular, global process of modernisation that makes countries not only wealthier, but that transforms
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them – more or less inevitably – into democracies? Does the transformation of these formerly Communist countries into democracies conform to previous patterns of democratisation in other formerly non-democratic countries?

This question is not redundant because the so-called transition countries were – and still are – in a special position. Communism was historically unique. Experience in other parts of the world therefore could not provide an answer as to what would happen after the end of Communism. This is because the “modernisation” brought about by Communism did differ significantly from the process of modernisation as it occurred in other middle-income countries. Such basic differences might have become obscured by some appearances of outward similarity. Because in the Communist countries too there was:

- a shift from agricultural to industrial production
- accelerated urbanisation
- emergence of a broad, urban middle class
- high rate of literacy and a high quantitative and qualitative level of education
- plenty of other social services that were provided to the public
- important infrastructure projects
- greater equality in the distribution of wealth and income

All of the above developments characterise modernisation also in other parts of the world. But as has become evident by now, the process of modernisation induced by Communism in Central/Eastern Europe was different nonetheless. It was shallow. It brought a “modernisation” less complete than the one that occurred in the non-Communist countries of Europe.

The level and growth of the GDP is a rather good indicator for the speed and depth of modernization. Some countries that have a high per capita GDP might not be very “modern” – especially if their wealth results but from the export of just a few raw materials. Inversely, some countries might benefit from a highly modern economy that employs much capital and that uses advanced technologies. Their civil society, their social norms and values, and their political culture might nonetheless still reflect pre-modern times. By and large though, these are exceptions. By and large, the figures for the per capita GDP still provide a rather good gauge for the level of modernisation.

Using this gauge, we find that overall the modernization was retarded by Communism. Countries that were equally poor at the outset but had developed under a market system and (at least for some time) under democratic rule, are wealthier and thus more “modern” than countries which had to develop under a Communist regime.

The following Table 2 shows the per capita GDP of various European countries in 1934 and in 1992. The comparison is done in purchasing power parities and the figures show to what extent the wealth thus measured differed from the European average. As we can see, all formerly poor countries that chose a “capitalist way of development” were able to improve their relative position; whereas the formerly poor countries that took the Communist path are all now further removed from the average now than they had been in 1934.

Table 2
Comparisons in PPP Income 1934 and 1992
Selected Communist and non-Communist European Countries
(in 1990 USD, relative to the European average)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>1934</th>
<th>1992</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>1,2</td>
<td>1,25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>1,11</td>
<td>1,16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>0,71</td>
<td>1,11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>0,83</td>
<td>0,95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>0,81</td>
<td>1,05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>0,75</td>
<td>0,76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>0,51</td>
<td>0,81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>0,32</td>
<td>0,29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>0,31</td>
<td>0,26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech/Slova.</td>
<td>0,72</td>
<td>0,44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>0,48</td>
<td>0,31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>0,48</td>
<td>0,31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>0,63</td>
<td>0,36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
<td>0,32</td>
<td>0,27</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Running Parallel: Democratisation and Economic Reform

Clearly thus, Communism had set these countries on a different road of development, and the question is as to whether these differences are weighty enough to exempt the ex-Communist countries from the general rule; or whether, on the contrary, ex-Communist countries too, conform to the general pattern with a close correlation between the advance of political and civic freedom on one hand, and economic development and reform on the other.

According to the Table 3 shown below, they do conform to the general pattern. In the transition countries too, the consolidation of democracy and the development of a market economy are mutually compatible. We measure their economic reform with the “transition indicators” as they are published by the European Bank for Reconstruction and Development – EBRD in its annual “Transition Report”. This composite index reflects the advances in the reform of economic policies and institutions (like privatisation or liberalisation). We correlate that index with the Freedom House indicators we already used in Table 1. This too is a composite index and measures the degree of political and civic freedom with the best score being 1, and the worst a 8. Obviously, there is a close correlation between the two indices. Those most advanced in economic reform are also the ones most advanced in the consolidation of democracy.

Correlations are just that. They show that two phenomena occur together. But we want to know more. We want to know what causes what. Does a favourable economic development promote democracy; so that one should concentrate on this economic development, being confident that it would be followed later on and more or less automatically by progress on the way towards democracy? Or would it be the other way round? Would freedom and democracy be the necessary base, the essential precondition for well functioning markets? And would these markets become established and consolidated more or less automatically once a democratic polity has become established?

Countless arguments are offered to substantiate either the claim for the priority of democracy or for the priority of markets. Just to name a few:

1. Markets build and sustain the civil society that is the base for democracy.

Table 3
Correlation Between the EBRD Transition Indicators and Political/Civic Freedom

Markets teach an “each for himself” and thus destroy the foundation of reciprocity and communality necessary for democracy. Markets accentuate differences in income and status that are inimical to democracy. Democracy implies so strong a quest for equality that it impedes the development of efficient markets.

And so on. As mentioned the list of possible arguments is as long as the duration of the debate. But how does the public in the transition countries themselves view the issue? According to surveys it judges the results of democratisation also in light of its economic status (Hayo 1999). These surveys show that public support for democratic governance becomes linked, in the end, to the perception of one’s own fate on the roller coaster of economic transition.

The better in a given post-Communist country the relative economic situation of the individual household, the higher the support for democracy. This does not imply that households with a bad economic situation cannot be democratic. But it shows that in the last few years rising levels of wealth have produced higher levels of support for democracy, while on the other hand a deteriorating economy has negatively affected the support for democracy.

### Table 4
Relative Wealth and Support for Democracy
Percentage of Households Supporting Democracy
(in households of different economic comfort; as measured by the answer to the question: how satisfied are you with the situation of your household today)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Satisfactory Household</th>
<th>Very Satisfactory Household</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Croatia</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovenia</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Rep</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>61</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Romania</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bulgaria</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belarus</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ukraine</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Nonetheless, in the very long run and after long lasting economic hardship, a political party that supports a government will lose support and voters as this party becomes identified with sheer hopelessness. In the long run, a very inferior economic performance will even affect the political system as such as it then comes to be seen as unjust and illegitimate. It is therefore not surprising that eleven years after the demise of Communism and with the grave deficiencies of Communism slowly slipping from the general consciousness, economic performance has started to impact more strongly on attitudes towards democratic governance. As demonstrated in Table 4, the relation has become a closer one: those better off tend to support more strongly a democratic governance.

If these surveys provide us but with another set of correlations, they nonetheless also give at least a hint of an answer to our basic question as to what comes first and as to what causes what: in the countries of Central/Eastern Europe, citizens are generally more satisfied with the political regime, and less satisfied with the economic one. This would not be the case were efficient markets and rising wealth essential for the establishment of democracy. Because the majority of these countries has not become wealthier. Only four of them – Hungary, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia – have managed to reach the level of wealth that was theirs at the eve of the Communist era. And even in these countries, a sharp rise in inequality has excluded a large part of the population from profiting from the new riches.

We can throw some further light upon the relationship between democratic consolidation and economic transition by comparing the recent economic and political developments in the CIS (that is the successor states of the Soviet Union minus the Baltic Republics) with those in other transition countries.

These charts (Tables 6 and 7) show that in both groups of countries, democratic reforms precede economic ones. The ready explanation is that the formal institutions of democracy can be established quite rapidly, but not so those institutions – like entrepreneurship and private property – that are essential for the functioning of a market economy (Stiglitz 1999).

But both economic reform and democratic consolidation progressed more slowly in the CIS countries (Zakaria 1997). There is yet another difference between the CIS countries and the...
Tables 6 and 7
Advance in Economic Reform and in Civic and Political Rights
(a comparison of CIS countries with other transition countries)

Source: Freedom House 2000; EBRD 2000 (for practical purposes, the EBRD transition indicator – that originally has 5 as its maximum and optimal number, has been translated into a 1 to 10 scale. On the other hand, the Freedom House indicator has been reversed with 10 being the optimal and 1 the worst mark.

* CEEBS stands for Centre East European and Baltic states.

transition countries of Central/Eastern Europe. In the latter, democratic transition was quite complete, with democratic institutions replacing the Communist ones fully and soon. This faster democratic transition has not imperilled or slowed their economic transformation. And one might rightfully ask, whether, on the contrary, it had not been accelerated by a more vivid democracy.

What Causes behind the Difficulties?

This close match of developments in the political and in the economic realm can not be merely accidental and one is thus led to assume that developments in both spheres are the result of the same underlying causes.

One of these causes is the historic legacy. Obviously, the difficulties on the way towards
democracy and markets also reflect the heritage of pre-Communist times. Countries or regions that had always been remote from traditional centres of modernisation still continue to suffer from this disadvantage and this at a time when low transportation costs would seem to have made irrelevant the geographic location of a country. Countries and regions modernise at an uneven speed. Some pull ahead, some are left behind. Some improve their relative rank and some fall behind in relative rank. But such changes are usually very slow. Generally, those ahead stay ahead for quite some time. Countries that have lagged far behind manage but rarely to move up into the group of those that are most advanced (Galbraith 1964). In this context, geography becomes relevant. Countries geographically close to others who are already more advanced, have themselves a better chance to pull ahead too.

Many of the transition countries, however, could not profit from such a fortunate geographic location. For centuries they have been surrounded by other, also less “modern” countries. And they continue to suffer from that fact even today. The farther removed from the historic centres of modernisation (located in Europe somewhere in the triangle between the Rhine Valley, Northern France and Southern England3), the further behind even now in the reform and transformation of their economy.

This historic cleavage, this geographic disadvantage has now been accentuated by Communism. As we have seen in Table 1, Communism has pushed the countries back below the level they otherwise would have attained, had they also developed under a democratic regime and as market economies. Evidently, this noxious effect has been deeper where Communism had lasted longest – namely in the countries that had been part of the former Soviet Union.

Table 8
Distance from Western European Centres of Early Modernisation and Progress in Economic Reform

Source: Sachs1997. This paper is based upon a complex, multifactor analysis and investigates the “weight” of several variables that have been used to explain the wide and growing divergence in the economic performance of the transition countries. Sachs finds that all such factors pale into near total insignificance against the sole factor of “geographic location” (which he measures not just by the simple physical distance from the “West”, but by using a “gravity model” that multiplies this physical distance by the relative economic weight of each country or region. /
Communism has also aggravated one other historic burden. It has slowed and complicated state- and nation building (Gärtner, 1995; Gellner 1991). At the beginning of the 19th Century, just four states existed in the space defined by a quadrangle formed by the Western-most, and the Eastern-most end of the Baltic Sea and by the Western-most and Eastern-most end the Adriatic sea respectively. These states or empires – the Ottoman, the Austro Hungarian, the German, and the Russian/Soviet, dissolved one after the other. Now the same geographic space is filled by no less than 23 states. As it seems, theses centrifugal forces are still powerful. Since 1990 not only the Soviet Union has broken up, but with Czechoslovakia and Yugoslavia two more other multi-ethnic states. In the latter case of Yugoslavia, splintering might continue even further if no longer restrained by international, armed intervention.

The process of state and nation building thus is still very young in the region. Not in all cases has it been complete and/or successful. At first sight, this should surprise, for Communism was identified with the notion and need of a strong state. It also saw as its mission to transcend and obliterate the divisive forces of nationalism, to consolidate states and to lower ethnic tensions as they had always had existed in the region. In its final effect and in this realm too, Communism had produced exactly the opposite of what it pretended to provide. In Western Europe multi-ethnic states like Spain or Belgium could until now manage and contain some rather virulent ethnic tensions. This has not been the case in the realm of former Communism. Here, on occasions, even international borders seem less certain and permanent than in the Western part of the continent. The prospects of escalating inter-ethnic tensions continue to haunt a number of Central/Eastern European countries.

The newness of states implies that their institutions and administrations are young too. As a consequence, rules are untested and the civil service without great routine and experience. This disadvantage too, was aggravated by Communism. Among the Communist regimes and countries, the actual practice and the actual functioning of public institutions differed much more widely than generally assumed. What all of these administrations shared nonetheless was a lack of public acceptance and legitimacy. This is nicely expressed in the adage that “everybody knew that those in charge of the public institutions lied; and everybody knew that those in charge of public institutions knew that the population knew that they lied”. The population thus did not “own” these institutions. These were perceived as not serving the interest of the population, but as serving the interest of those in power. This leads us back to the general question as to why in so many of the transition countries public institutions continue to function so badly, and as to why this default is the more serious the further to the East one moves.

As we can not but fail to realise, eleven years after the onset of transition, the economic transformation remains incomplete and threatened by recurrent crises. Democracy is still not fully consolidated if one implies that this would require the political structures to have become as stable as those in Western Europe. This outcome is not the one predicted by the so called “transitologists” who had taken their cues from the earlier switches from non democratic to democratic regimes as they had occurred in Latin America and Southern Europe ( Huntington 1992; Linz/Stepan 1996). Based on such precedence, they had predicted that the necessary changes would have become completed in a much shorter period of time (Müller 1996). At the outset therefore – and for quite some time thereafter – expectations for and in Central/ Eastern Europe had been conditioned by these predictions of “transitologists”. We should thus establish how and why they erred. For erred they have not only in predicting a relatively short phase of transition and consolidation; but also in describing the mechanism of transition and the consequences of various scenarios of transition.

They predicted, for instance, widely differing outcomes for a “pacted transition” on one side, with the outgoing old and the incoming new elites negotiating the change-over; and, on the other side, a transition that occurred as a consequence of a simple collapse of the old re-
gime (Schmitter 1994; Huntington 1992). These distinctions had some explanatory power. But it was a limited one which can longer provide convincing evidence on the reasons for the difference that exist nowadays between the various countries of Central/Eastern Europe. In Poland and Hungary for instance, transition was “pacted”. These two countries now closely resemble the Czech Republic were this was not the case and where the old regime had simply collapsed. But there are vast differences between the Czech Republic and Romania, notwithstanding the fact that in Romania too, the old regime had disappeared through a collapse.

“Social Capital”

So why this failure of “transitology”? The best answer seems to be that Communism simply could not be compared to any of the non-democratic regimes in Latin America or Southern Europe. While dictators in Southern Europe and Latin America had added some etatist or corporatist elements and a large quantity of autarky, the economic systems had remained basically capitalist nonetheless. Of course this was not the case under Communist regimes with their centrally planned economies and their state ownership of the means of production. Thus not only the political systems, but the economic systems too were subject to a wholesale change after 1989 (Beyme 1996). This double burden has certainly complicated and prolonged the change-over.

A second and equally important difference to other transitions to democracy arises from the fact that under Communism, the countries of Central/Eastern Europe had passed through a phase of totalitarian rule at least for some time. Contrary to the predictions of Jean Kirkpatrick (1982), this has not prevented them from changing and becoming “post-totalitarian”. But the phase of totalitarian governance had nonetheless deep effects upon these societies. This heritage seems to be one of the main causes of the uneven and frequently very inferior performance of public, economic and political institutions. For clearly, these institutions function least well were the weight of totalitarianism has lasted the longest – as for instance in the CIS – or where it was the heaviest – as in Albania, Romania or Bulgaria.

In order to be effective, institutions must be trusted. People must be ready and willing to use them and perceive of them as facilitating that sort of co-operation modern states and modern economies can not do without (Fukuyama 1995). But it is exactly this readiness to co-operate even with anonymous partners and through public institutions; it is exactly this trust in public institutions; it is this essential “social capital” that has been destroyed by Communism (Rose 1997); and that had been destroyed especially in the totalitarian phase of Communism. Citizens became reduced to their private sphere and took distance from public institutions. These institutions were perceived as sham; as not theirs. They were not seen to serve the interest of the common Mr Average.

Table 9
Trust in Public Political and Economic Institutions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a great deal</th>
<th>quite a lot</th>
<th>not very much</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>5,4</td>
<td>40,9</td>
<td>34,3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>9,0</td>
<td>38,1</td>
<td>39,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>15,0</td>
<td>53,1</td>
<td>27,4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEECs</td>
<td>7,4</td>
<td>23,7</td>
<td>44,1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

question: do you trust the police; answer in percentages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>a great deal</th>
<th>quite a lot</th>
<th>not very much</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>13,1</td>
<td>53,8</td>
<td>22,6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>9,5</td>
<td>61,6</td>
<td>25,2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>21,6</td>
<td>53,6</td>
<td>21,0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CEECs</td>
<td>6,8</td>
<td>33,6</td>
<td>43,0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Europe value studies 1999; for 14 CEECs: the non weighted average.

As the above table shows, this damage caused by Communism has not been undone in the meantime (Plasser/Przibersky 1998). The distrust in anything public persists; and those po-
Political institutions are least trusted which like the government, civil servants or political parties are at the same time the most essential ones. Surprisingly, private enterprise does not fare much better.

Trust is an essential part of what has been termed “social capital” (Coleman 1989). The whole notion and definition of “social capital” is hotly debated; as is the issue whether it increases, remains constant or becomes depleted in late capitalist societies. But it is difficult to deny that a whole complex stock of attitudes, expectations, traditions and moral norms does indeed underpin our capacity to work together in and through public institutions. This capacity depends on how intensely people relate to one another; on what social and other distances such relations cover; it depends on the nature and purpose of such relationships; and it depends upon whether such relations cluster around public institutions.

Not all types of “social capital” are benign in their effect (Hägerfél/Wallace 2000). As mentioned, some types of social capital are essential for the good functioning of institutions. But, on the other hand, a certain stock of social relations might have come into existence that are partly the cause and partly the result of a failure of public institutions. This holds true, for instance, for the social networks underpinning criminal or black market activities.

Decisive in the further political and economic development is therefore not just the volume of social capital that existed at the end of the communist era; but also the type and quality of this social capital. In some of the countries, Communism had reduced “social capital” or it had transformed it to a degree that prevented institutions from functioning properly. That failure has very negative long term consequences. As many other social or economic developments, transition too can be perceived as being a learning process; and thus a path determined and cumulative process. Once the process has started to run in a certain direction, it feeds upon itself and becomes difficult to reverse.

Lacking the motive and reason to trust public institutions, citizens in some of the transition countries skirted them and in doing so set in motion a spiral of negative feedback that resulted in even greater distrust. Distrusted institutions are, of course, less efficient. And this lack of efficiency then lowers the already low level of trust they enjoy; and so on. This feedback loop thus lowers expectations vested in institutions and thus weakens the legitimacy, the efficiency and the support for such institutions.

It is the absence of an other feedback loop that also impairs the legitimacy and efficiency of public institutions in the Communist and post-Communist era. Under Communism, societies and the polity were organised top-down. Institutions were not dependent on their clients; enterprises not upon their customers; politicians not on voters. Being not dependent upon those they pretend to serve, institutions are under no constraint to adapt and learn. Slowly, they grew distant to reality and thus became dysfunctional, whereas their clients were thrown back upon themselves. Instead of building social capital around such institutions, they build it around relatives and friends; or in the counter world of criminal or black market activity.

These are no iron clad laws, but mere possibilities and probabilities. The actual course of events will – of course – also depend on political leadership and on political choices. Even “path-determination” still leaves room for them. Developments in, for instance, Bulgaria and Romania have shown that a country can travel upon such a slippery path up to a point where, in a general crisis, the cards have to be dealt again; and when a new beginning becomes possible. Unlike physical processes, political ones still leave ample room for value judgement and decisions.

But still, the destruction of the habit, of the willingness and the capacity to trust – this wholesale destruction of social capital has to be counted among the worst, the most pernicious, but also among the most enduring legacies of Communism.

Conclusions

There are no mono-causal explanations for the difficulties encountered by the countries of Cen-
tral/Eastern Europe on the path of democratic consolidation and on the path of economic reform. But it is certain that these countries have fallen further back in comparison to the countries of Western Europe; and it is certain that this must be due mainly to Communism and to its social, cultural, political and economic legacy. The most pernicious part of this legacy is an uneven and frequently inferior actual functioning of public institutions. This, on its turn, is due to these institutions not having gained sufficient trust and other social support. Instead of social capital that would have become amassed around these public institutions and that would support them, an other type of social capital has been accumulated. It consists of informal relations among closely connected persons and supports the alternative to the public world: namely the grey economy, criminal activities and, in politics, clientilism. Such negative processes are path determined and thus cumulative. It is difficult – though not impossible – to reverse them.
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